
Lindner Hotel, Bratislava – lifestyle and business with a view!
The stylish-casual Lindner Hotel Gallery Central is situated on the top of the Central shopping center, whose
rooftop has been designed as a park. Most of the rooms and Outlook Bar & Lounge o�er guests a spectacular
view of the historic part of town and Bratislava Castle, the city‘s landmark. A total of 222 business rooms, �rst-
class rooms, and junior suites as well as handicapped-accessible rooms, all exuding a casually contemporary
ambiance – a fantastic view of Bratislava Castle.
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Capacity of the premises’ offered at the hotel

Lindner Hotel is located near the Bratislava’s historic part with 3 kilometres of walking distance (and public transportation, which could be

found close to the hotel), and only 8 kilometres from the airport, offering 3 conference rooms for up to 200 attendees and a banquet
possibilities for up to 250 attendees. On the 13  floor, one would find an exclusive boardroom offering a breath-taking view of the

city, which can accommodate up to 10 people. We should not forget to mention also the Outlook bar & lounge located on the 13  floor

overviewing the Bratislava castle and city center. The venue can be exclusively rented for various business events, parties or press

conferences.

Until now, Linder Hotel was a host to many events also of the global brands, from automotive, IT and pharmaceutical industry. However, for

them, the most memorable was the group of Harley Davidson, who was coming to Bratislava on their Harley motorcycles (and parked their

bikes in the hotels’ garage for the time of the event).
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Incentive programmes offered 

For guests at Lindner Hotel, various incentive programmes are offered. Some of them are Prešporáčik – round tours in Bratislava, different

wine rounds in the western part of Slovakia, Gooses fests or speedboats on the river Danube.

The recipe for a creative and successful event at Linder Hotels: “good communication with clients, knowing their needs and

trying to be one step ahead of them.”

How can Lindner Hotel contribute even more to the success of an event? 
Our convention sales team is highly organized with excellent communication skills and personal engagement. We have managed to

build the trust with many clients since 5 years and are getting mainly positive feedbacks after the events.


DID YOU KNOW?

The Lindner Hotel Gallery Central was opened in May 2013 and is a first German hotel brand in Bratislava. Just recently, they have lounged

“Local Heroes” project- inspiring stories of the local people known from the business, art or sports sphere who tell us their stories.

CONTACTS

Lindner Hotel Gallery Central 
Metodova 4 

82108 Bratislava 

Slovakia 

T: +421 2 3993 0000 

W: www.lindner.de/en/bratislava-hotel-gallery-central
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